Newsletter Winter 2021
Welcome to the first Newsletter of 2021 and a Happy New Year to you all.
Last year was a total disaster, exhibitions canceled willy-nilly, businesses shut and
many high street names disappeared. However, it appears that our members have
been busy either modifying existing layouts or building new ones.
Our club - despite being told earlier in the year that our club room was 'safe' - found
out purely by accident that the developers of the site, Redrow, had actually negotiated
the purchase of the building housing our club room. We were not told until after two
members had spoken to the Redrow guys, found out about the purchase by noticing
that the Redrow land encompassed the south-eastern corner of our building.
When our esteemed Chairman approached the landlord he admitted that our club
room was due for demolition at the beginning of 2021. (at the time of publishing it's
still there!)
Through the good offices of Les and the cooperation of the trustees of the Cotgrave
Welfare however, we have secured a 3 year rolling lease of the Belvoir Suite
Part of the floor has been covered with a protective material and as soon as Covid restrictions permit the rest of the flooring will be laid. Most of the club layouts have
been placed approximately where they will be erected but again, nothing can be done
until the restrictions have been at least partially lifted.
We can't wait until we can get back to club room modeling!
Tony

2021 shows.
We are planning to hold a show at the welfare on 16th and 17th May 2021, usual times.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO THE VENUE BEING ALLOWED MORE THAN 100 IN
THE ROOM. There will be a reduced number of layouts and traders, to allow for
wider gangways and social distancing. There will also be a one-way system in effect
round the hall (I’ve sorted how this will work with Holly). From the club I would
hope to take SOARSTON, NEWTON FOLLY and CUMANAVAGO. Members’
layouts from David Page, Tony, Gareth, Jeff and myself- making a total of EIGHT
layouts to staff. This will mean we all need if possible to find some helpers from
outside the club both to operate and to steward.
In the meantime I’m sending out provisional invitations to four (only) layouts from

outside the club, and to about six or seven of our traders. I’m not spending money at
this stage- and certainly no expenditure this side of Easter.
Please also keep the 23rd of October free for a one-day show at Farndon Village Hall.
Mark will be doing the organisation for this but the basic structure is club/club
members layouts, a couple of traders only (to get a bit of income to cover the hall
hire) plus other displays and demonstrations. This will very likely evolve between
now and the date.
New Clubroom- people to be polite to.
Maurice Brown is the trustee with overall responsibility for our lease.
Holly Smith is the Welfare manager, and our direct link.
Joyce is our cleaner who will visit on a weekly basis and check over the toilets. We
are not paying extra for this service and are not paying for the kitchen or any other
part of the clubroom to be cleaned.
Please remember that we have moved into a close-knit community and the welfare is
the heart of that community. Once we manage to reopen we may well get visits from
Maurice and the other trustees to see how we are getting along.
Rise Park
When the club received notice to quit the clubroom the Rise park group were in the
middle of preparing it for sale through the N-gauge Society. The abruptness of the
notice changed all that and the layout was listed on eBay. It was sold three days
before November’s lockdown to a modeller in Blackpool. He was able to collect it
two days after lockdown ended and is now in process of upgrading the wiring to suit
his own system, though he intends to keep it analogue.
Hawthorn Dene.
I managed to get Hawthorn Dene listed in the N-Gauge journal and it has now gone
to a new owner on the Isle of Sheppey, where it has pride of place in its owner’s
lounge. From that lounge you can just about see across the Thames to Southend,
which I’m told is the best way to see Essex. (Essex residents say the same about
Sheppey! Ed...)
Bregenbach.
I started a new layout in April, a little earlier than intended due to lockdown and
wanting to have something to do. Bregenbach is set in the Black Forest in the present
day and depicts a privately owned cross-country line (the Bregtalbahn) which is
electrified. The layout is N-gauge and digital and measures 8 feet by 2 feet on
Grainge & Hodder baseboards with Fleischmann track and Hobbex catenary.

There is a YouTube video at https://youtu.be/yh56egW4MnU
Now it is well on the way to completion the question is what next? Watch this
space…
Les.

Asanwen

I have continued working on my Layout 'ASANWEN', having a go at improving my
scenery making skills, and using it as a test bed for some small electronic circuitry
which may be useful on other layouts with which I am associated. One is a track
circuit which triggers a laser beam to detect when a train is in the right place under
the cement discharge silo. Not totally happy with this so far. Another is a timer circuit
that turns 2 smoke generators on and off, that works well. All these units were
purchased from the Model Electronics Railway Group quite cheaply. I have also
fitted a new control system called CBus, which reduces the number of wires needed
to control points and signals.
On the 30th December I joined a MERG Zoom meeting and was able to give the
group a 'live walk round' of my layout which was well received.
David Page

Hazelby Ballast Loader (N)
Hazelby Ballast Loader is an N Gauge double track oval layout, with a fiddle yard at
the rear. It measures 9ft x 2ft and is intended as my third exhibition layout. I have
been working on it for 2 years, barring a break in the summer 2020 to maximise
outdoor time.

It features an open fronted ballast Loader rather similar to the one found at Cliffe Hill
until the last days of BR. The loading is done at the push of a button and can be seen
from the viewing side of the layout.
When I started the layout I wanted three things from it: 1) a double track, 2) a more
visible and automated loading operation than Airesby colliery, 3) an excuse to run
mixed rolling stock on departmental trains. These provide an interesting change from
block trains in the eras where wagonload services are rare.
Other features that I haven't done on previous layouts are working light signals (just
simple 2 aspect ones), an embankment and a river.
I've also spent a lot of time this winter making wagons from kits (e.g. grampus, clam,
seahorse) and adapting existing wagons to give me some additional departmental
rolling stock which cannot be bought ready to run in N gauge (e.g. Tope, Bream,
Catfish).
All that remains are still some bits of greenery to finish then I need to tidy up any
rogue bits of ballast, glue or paint which may hinder running.
Gareth

Ethaneva
I've returned to railway modelling after a gap of
some 50+ years. I actually started the project
about 2yrs ago before the Covid pandemic, by the
time it came around I had the 8` x 2` indoor
sections sorted and installed in the shed, and the
lockdown seemed a god opportunity to
`break out` into the garden. This was always the
plan - the last project I did as a 14 year old was a
garden railway in OO gauge, which was never
completed but seemed like unfinished business! I decided on American HO
as I have never modelled it before and I have a desire to see those huge
articulated locos and freight trains rumbling around! Scouting around
for a suitable base I hit upon plastic facia board, mainly because I
already had some round the back of the shed! I'd had some interesting problems years
ago with a wooden base - how time and materials have moved on! As a trackbed I
have used shed roof felt which is an old dodge. So far so good -we will see how it
fares during the Winter! There are a few problems unique to garden railways, all rail
joins are bridged with copper wire for continuity, and you have to be careful with rail
gaps due to expansion. One problem shared with the real thing is leaves on the line
suspending operations- although mine are scale 50 feet long!
I have had to make a removable bridge to span the garden path. Its
built out of 1950`s Marklin metal units with a new trackbed and so far
works well.
I decided to stick with analogue control to keep it
simple and robust.
The new generation of DCC locomotives are
fabulous and highly detailed, but can be a little
fragile. Personally I have a soft spot for Vintage
Rivarossi and Mantua locos, very heavy with
plenty of pulling power.
I had everything up and running by late Summer - Quite a moment when the
first trains ran the full circuit!
Plenty to do during the present lockdown - building some more street
scenery and renovating/weathering some locos and rolling stock. I have
been working on a couple of very rare Mantua Reading Pacifics which were
only produced as brass/white metal kits between 1948-52. Have the
unpainted one up and running and its a really powerful loco.
Looking forward to the Spring when I can start tackling the outdoor
scenery and buildings - looks a bit bare at the minute.

There are some videos out there on YouTube if anyone is interestedsearch for Ethaneva Junction Railroad.

Andrew

Soarston – Jim Duckworth and Doug Pulford
I've been working on this lay-out at home and have almost completed one of the
boards, here are a couple of photos...

Last Train to Clarksville
This is my small N gauge Project I have been building since September 2020. This is
the first N Gauge layout I have built in the past 25 years. I just wanted a simple
railway for fun. Most of the locos are Diesels HST’s, 31’s, 47 and a 9F from Minitrix
which I am planning to put TTS sound in. I bought the Great Central station from a
Facebook group for £50. Over the last few months, I have spent money on materials
from Woodland Scenics like the ballast and scatter. Track work is all Peco, and

Plaster cloth was used for the hills. I have used a Peco static grass applicator for the
grass. The trees are a mixture from Woodland Scenics and Amazon. I have used Peco
surface mounted point motors and the other motors are steep, and the uncoupler is
Minitrix. I have used a Gaugemaster Capacitor discharge unit for the point motors.
Peco concrete platform sides have been used on Graham Farish modified platforms.
Buildings are from Metcalfe. I have a couple of automatic signals using infra red
circuit broads from amazon. The future is to build a fiddle yard and also add fencing,
speed signs and station names. I also want to add People and more animals and
backscenes. I like running trains and sitting and having some fun. Creating this
project has spurred me on to make some big changes to my OO gauge layout in the
garage when the weather is warmer.

The various stages of the build can be seen on YouTube here:
https://youtube.com/channel/UCfWRM3SkwEaQSpBhMsZLJ1Q

As at the time of publishing, some of us older members have been lucky enough to
have had the first of our pair of Covid 19 vaccinations. With luck this may enable us
to have our exhibition in May and if not then we may get our October one day
exhibition in!
Here's hoping.

2021
Please note, all 2021
exhibitions are subject to
restrictions and short notice
cancellation.
February

Tremawn

Sileby

February 13-14th

South Town

Doncaster

February 13-14th

Croft Spa

Doncaster

th

BMRC

Cotgrave

rd

Boghampton

L&Y DCC Manchester

July 31st

Bregenbach

Potters Bar

September 25-26th

South Town

Boston

September 25-26th

Boghampton

Boston

October 23rd

BMRC

Farndon (one day)

April 1st-2nd

BMRC

Cotgrave

October 1st-2nd

South Town

Fareham

South Town

Bristol

May 16-17
May 22-23

2022

2023
April 28-30th

